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Weekend reading list

2024 UAE Investor Pulse Survey (Edelman Smithfield)
The future of reporting and corporate communications: Latest FTSE 350 reporting
insights (Emperor)
Navigating ESG collaborations under heightened antitrust scrutiny  (FTI Consulting)
Middle East issuers embrace ESG formats: IFR (Zawya)

MEIRA Updates

FAB joins MEIRA’s 16th Annual Conference as Strategic Sponsor, to
Enhance Corporate Access
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Registration is open!
We are thrilled to announce that registration for MEIRA Annual Conference is now
open! Don't miss this opportunity to connect with industry leaders, gain valuable
insights, and enhance your professional network.

Register here

MEIRA New Logo
We are thrilled to unveil our new
association logo, a vibrant evolution
of its predecessor. This modernised
design reflects our commitment to
progress and innovation as we
embrace a new era. We believe this
fresh look embodies our dynamic
vision and strengthens our identity.

AI and IR: Trends in the Middle East Survey
We are excited to invite you to participate in our AI and IR Trends Survey. Your
participation is crucial as it will help us compile a comprehensive report that will
be unveiled at the upcoming MEIRA Conference.

The survey will take approximately 10-15 minutes to complete. We assure you that
all responses will remain anonymous and will be used solely for the purpose of this
research.

Participate here

Publications

2024 UAE Investor Pulse Survey (Edelman Smithfield)
Our newest member, Edelman Smithfield, has unveiled the UAE Investor Pulse
Survey 2024. The survey highlights a remarkable surge in investor interest in UAE
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IPO offerings, with a staggering 84% of UAE investors ready to dive into future IPOs
—surpassing their investment levels from 2022 and 2023.

Key Insight for IROs: 65% of investors emphasize the need for transparent IPO
communications to make well-informed decisions.

Our Annual Conference this December will explore how IROs can enhance their
communication and engagement strategies with investors. Stay tuned for more
valuable insights!

Download here

Events

New Conference Website
The new official website for the Annual Conference is now live!
Visit the site to access all the details, including the agenda, speaker lineup, and
registration information.

Conference Website

MEIRA IR Reporting Awards - updates and process
The MEIRA IR Reporting Awards have established themselves as the top benchmark
for IR reporting and disclosure best practices in the Middle East. Apart from the
consolidated categories, “Best Printed Annual Report” and “Best Digital Annual
Report,” this year we are excited to introduce the “Best IR Film,” the “Best
Sustainability / ESG Report,” and the “Best 1 Year Post IPO Annual Report.”

Together, these five categories will recognize the best issuers in the region and
will also serve as best-in-class examples for companies looking to continue
enhancing their practices.

The methodology and the entry form are available here. The process is open until
August 30th.

Don't miss out on this chance to showcase your excellence in IR reporting!
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Methodology Entry Form

Discover how your organisation can benefit from our
tailored sponsorship packages designed to maximise
visibility and engagement. Download our
Sponsorship Brochure today to explore the exclusive
benefits awaiting your brand.

Don’t miss this chance to make a lasting impact.

Sponsorship Brochure

Careers

ADNOC Group is looking for an Analyst for the
Investor Relations function at its headquarters in
Abu Dhabi (UAE nationals only).

To know more, please check the job description.

Job description

Professional development

Check out our calendar!
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Click here to register

New Corporate Members

ADNOC Drilling, one of the major listed companies
on the Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange, is the largest
drilling and integrated drilling services (IDS)
company in the Middle East by fleet size, owning and
operating one of the largest multi-discipline drilling
fleets in the world. The Company is a critical link in
ADNOC's upstream business, as ADNOC responsibly
accelerates its production capacity targets in light of
globally increasing demand for energy. ADNOC
Drilling incorporated IDS into its portfolio in 2018
and now offers a total solution of start-to-finish
wells and associated services.
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To know more, visit: www.adnocdrilling.ae

Burjeel Holdings is a leading ADX-listed super
specialty healthcare services provider in the Middle
East. Founded in 2007, the Group has developed an
integrated and multi-brand healthcare ecosystem
across primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary
medical care, ensuring complex care delivery to
patients across all socioeconomic groups. Our
network comprises 82 assets across the UAE, Oman,
and Saudi Arabia, including 17 hospitals, 42 medical
centers, 15 pharmacies, and other allied services.

To learn more, visit www.burjeelholdings.com

For over four decades, the National Agricultural
Development Company  “NADEC” has successfully
achieved significant advancements in the food
industry through a series of strategic
transformations, goals, and development plans. This
has positioned NADEC among the most important
Saudi and regional companies leading in the
production and distribution of food and beverages.
In recent years, NADEC has been supported by the
Kingdom’s Vision 2030 in the field of food security.
This support has enabled the company to fulfill its
pioneering national role since the 1980s in
contributing to achieving self-sufficiency for the
Saudi food market. NADEC was the first agricultural
company to be listed on the Saudi stock market.

Our vision is to deliver products with high nutritional
value to consumers, we strive to achieve the highest
levels of satisfaction, aiming to attain regional and
global leadership in the food industry sector. This
positively reflects on the image and economic
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position of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, in addition
to contributing to raising the level of domestic
production, aligning with the Kingdom’s Vision
2030.

Our mission is to commit to providing products with
beneficial nutritional value and exceptional quality
that meet the needs and aspirations of customers
and beneficiaries

To know more, visit www.nadec.com
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